English Translation
Asia’s Private Aviation Takes Flight
Private flying may be uncommon in Europe and the United States, but in Asia, it is still an unusual
hobby. While growing affluence has given many in the region the means to take up private flying,
the unfamiliar operating environment and myriad requirements involved often put them off.
A flying club, named WingsOverAsia, has been set up in Singapore to help private pilots take care of
the administrative aspects of flying. Members pay an annual membership fee to enjoy concierge
service, much like that offered in five-star hotels, while anyone interested to take up flying can
obtain relevant information on its website, at no cost.
Winged Camaraderie - A Thing of Joy
The hotel industry offers what is termed "concierge” service to hotel guests. The concierge is much
like a personal assistant: he will arrange airport transfers, recommend and make reservation at
restaurants specialising in local cuisine, suggest travel itinerary, etc. The concierge sees to the guests’
every need, however complicated, so that they may experience impeccable hospitality during their
stay.
Recently, a flying club – WingsOverAsia - based in Singapore has started offering such concierge
service to its members. It is the first of its kind in Asia.
WingsOverAsia, which has an office in Singapore and Thailand, currently has more than 80 paying
members and about 1000 online registered members. Of these, about two thirds are businessmen
or professionals; nearly half hold private pilot's licence; and a quarter owns a private plane.
Anyone can be an online registered member for free. As a registered member, they can exchange
ideas and information with fellow members at the members’ forum. They will also be privy to
practical information relating to private flying. The concierge service, however, is only for paying
members, who have access to specialised services such as professional opinions regarding a
purchase or sale of aircraft; aircraft maintenance and repairs; obtaining landing permits for the
countries of visit; hotel arrangements, etc. Membership fee is currently 500 USD (about 650 SGD)
per annum, services provided are charged separately.
Founder Ng Yeow Meng says, "Club WOA serves a niche market as private flying is an alternative
lifestyle. We work hard at providing excellent support service to private aircraft owners and pilots,
including handling any difficulties relating to their flights. Not needing to fret over the administrative
details allows the pilots to truly enjoy the pleasure of the flights. Hence, they are willing to pay for
the conveniences.”
Building a Communication Platform for Flying Enthusiasts
Setting up Club WOA was fortuitous for 38-year-old Ng Yeow Meng. He was previously an internet
technical manager for Asia-Pacific region at General Electric (Singapore). On an occasion, he was
posted to GE (US) Aircraft Engines business for eight months. While in the United States, he
developed an interest in flying and began taking lessons.
Yeow Meng’s enthusiasm for flying did not abate with his return to Singapore. He continued flying
regularly in Malaysia, which offered cheaper aircraft rental. But soon he was bored with flying alone.

So he started a blog named “Wings over Asia” in which he shared his flight experiences and thoughts
on flying, hoping to connect with other avid private pilots in Asia. That was six years ago.
“Traditional flying clubs and schools tend to be insular. Many of the pilots also do not know one
another, or how to go about flying to other countries. I was hoping the blog could provide a social
platform to promote trans-border exchange of ideas and friendship,” he says.
Yeow Meng used to travel often for work and made use of the opportunities to meet up with WOA’s
members residing in the countries he was visiting, strengthening the friendships. WOA’s social
network gradually widened over the years, becoming the ‘facebook’ for Asia’s general aviation
enthusiasts.
In 2009, Yeow Meng formally established Club WOA, transporting “Wings over Asia” from the virtual
world of the internet to the brick and motar world. “At that time, there were only entities providing
services to the business jet sector, but none specialising in attending to the needs of the general
aviation sector. Many of the WOA bloggers asked that I set up a flying club that caters to the needs
of GA pilots.
The Challenges of Changing Industry Mind-set
In the early days of Club WOA, Yeow Meng faced numerous roadblocks. General aviation may be
commonplace in Europe and the US, but it is only emerging in Asia. There is a lack of awareness of
the functions and roles of GA among civil aviation authorities in the region. Infrastructure and other
support system are also underdeveloped. “We have to spend lots of time explaining to the airport
and civil aviation authorities what exactly general aviation is about. Asian civil aviation authorities
often look upon general aviation as commercial aviation. We gather and share informational
materials with them, convincing them that general aviation does not require tremendous resource
commitment needed for the likes of Boeing and Airbus.”
Another challenge is to correct the widely held perception that private flying is costly. Yeow Meng
laments that while many Asians are interested to take up flying, or have in fact done private flying in
Europe or the US, they have the impression that private flying in Asia is exorbitant and so dismiss the
thought.
“Private flying is not as expensive as one imagines. Flying to Johor Bahru’s Sinai airport on a single
engine propeller plane would only cost you S$10 in landing fee and S$50 in fuel. If you fly to Thailand,
where GA pilots do not have to pay navigation charges, you would only need to pay for the fuel and
the landing fee, which costs would range from a few hundred dollars to several thousands,
depending on circumstances.”
Club WOA’s perseverance has paid off. Some civil aviation authorities now have a better
understanding of general aviation; they no longer see it as a commercial pursuit. Yeow Meng is
encouraged by the development.
Raising Awareness of General Aviation
To foster camaraderie, Club WOA regularly organise flight tours for its members; destinations have
included Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand. A month ago, Yeow Meng and 15 Club WOA
members took five planes and did a round trip from Singapore to Vientiane via Bangkok. “The flight
went well and the weather was pleasant. Many of the members had not been to Laos and were very
excited about the trip. We stayed at a villa by the charming Mekong River. It was a memorable visit.

In 2012, Club WOA will hold its annual Asian Pilots’ Conference in Singapore, where flying
enthusiasts in the region will get to meet face to face and exchange ideas and experiences. Yeow
Meng shares that the objective of the event is to bring its members together and bond through
interaction.
Yeow Meng is confident about Club WOA’s future. He plans to establish a service base in Malaysia
and from there gradually extends operations to the rest of Asia.
In addition, he will continuously improve WOA’s website content so that more people will
understand and be interested in general aviation. “I hope people will not see general aviation as a
play thing for the rich, or a luxury beyond the reach of the ordinary man. Occasionally, children
would attend our events with their parents to learn more about flying. I welcome anyone interested
in general aviation to participate in Club WOA’s activities.
Englishman John Giddens, CEO of a multi-national corporation, owns two planes. About six years ago
a friend introduced him to “Wings over Asia” forum and is now a Club WOA member. John is very
supportive of Club WOA and what it is trying to achieve.
He says “it is great for local private flying scene; we finally have a voice. I think Yeow Meng is doing a
good job at developing the general aviation sector. He has very good network in South-east Asia,
which helps him to rally GA pilots in the region and extend the reach of Club WOA’s services.
John, who has been flying for ten years, is an ardent supporter of Club WoA’s activities. His plane
was one of the five aircraft that took part in the Singapore-Vientiane flight tour. John and Yeow
Meng have also flown together on a few UK-Singapore flights, during which they stopped over at
some places of interest for rest and some sightseeing. John says “WOA members are a relaxed batch.
We are good friends with a love for adventure.”
Dr Matthew Cheng has also been a GA pilot for ten years. But in addition to planes, he also flies a
helicopter. Some years ago, he participated in a Club WOA tour to Thailand and gained a deeper
understanding of the club as a result.
Matthew says “I used to fly alone, but now I fly with a bunch of friends. And it’s great fun. In a group,
we are able to do more things and make trips to places further away. It is very enjoyable to fly with
friends who share the passion.”
Matthew speaks fondly of a Club WOA trip to Batam about two years ago: “We participated in a
home-building community project on the island. I particularly enjoyed the trip as I felt our
contributing to a good cause added to the joy of the flight.”
Matthew is hopeful of Club WOA’s future: “The setting up of Club WOA is only the beginning for the
promotion and support of local GA activities. I believe Club WOA has immense potential.”

